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Andreas Ludwig becomes Managing Partner DLE Logistics GmbH

With the launch of the DLE Logistics Fund and DLE Logistics GmbH on October 1, DLE

Group AG has met the growing demand for land, particularly due to the unabated
rise in e-commerce, and is building on Germany's leading role in European

industrial production. The appointment of Andreas Ludwig as Managing Partner DLE

Logistic is an excellent reinforcement of this claim.

Andreas Ludwig has many years of experience in various national and international
management positions in the real estate industry. He has been responsible for real
estate portfolios and transactions worth several billion Euros.
Commenting on his new position at DLE, Ludwig said: "I am looking forward to this
exciting new task and would like to use my experience and network to contribute to
the successful development of DLE Logistics GmbH. Considering Value Add Logistics
and Light Industrial segments, I see good opportunities for acquiring interesting
properties and portfolios with attractive returns.”
Before joining DLE, Andreas Ludwig served as a member of the management board
and Head of Transaction and Investment Management at Assetando Real Estate
GmbH as well as Managing Director at HCI Capital AG, among others.
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DLE co-founder and CTO Dr. Simon Kempf explained with regards to the personnel
structure of the newly created logistics division: "With Andreas Ludwig and Dr. Kilian
Mahler, who has also been supporting us as Managing Partner at DLE Logistics
GmbH since October 1, we will meet the changed requirements in the real estate
sector. In particular, the increasing demand for e-commerce and the shift from
production sites to the consumer is of increasing importance in the real estate
industry. For the benefit of our investors and those who want to become investors,
we were able to recruit an experienced and excellently networked expert in Andreas
Ludwig.”
DLE Group AG is a platform for Sustainable Asset Management and a specialist in
large-scale land and neighborhood development based in Berlin. DLE's mission is
to rapidly realize projects on developed sites. Its offering includes funds that invest
in real estate for sustainable and senior living, logistics, and commerce.

